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FIG. 1. The gravitational-wave event GW150914 observed by the LIGO Hanford (H1, left column panels) and Livingston (L1,
right column panels) detectors. Times are shown relative to September 14, 2015 at 09:50:45 UTC. For visualization, all time series
are filtered with a 35–350 Hz band-pass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside the detectors’ most sensitive frequency band, and
band-reject filters to remove the strong instrumental spectral lines seen in the Fig. 3 spectra. Top row, left: H1 strain. Top row, right: L1
strain. GW150914 arrived first at L1 and 6.9+0.5

�0.4 ms later at H1; for a visual comparison the H1 data are also shown, shifted in time
by this amount and inverted (to account for the detectors’ relative orientations). Second row: Gravitational-wave strain projected onto
each detector in the 35–350 Hz band. Solid lines show a numerical relativity waveform for a system with parameters consistent with
those recovered from GW150914 [34, 35] confirmed by an independent calculation based on [11]. Shaded areas show 90% credible
regions for two waveform reconstructions: one that models the signal as a set of sine-Gaussian wavelets [36, 37] and one that models
the signal using binary-black-hole template waveforms [38]. These reconstructions have a 95 % overlap, as shown in [38]. Third
row: Residuals after subtracting the filtered numerical relativity waveform from the filtered detector time series. Bottom row: A time-
frequency decomposition [39] of the signal power associated with GW150914. Both plots show a signal with frequency increasing
over time.

planation for this evolution is the inspiral of two orbiting
masses, m1 and m2, due to gravitational-wave emission.
At the lower frequencies, such evolution is characterized
by the chirp mass [44]

M =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5
=

c3

G
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where f and ḟ are the observed frequency and its time
derivative and G and c are the gravitational constant and
speed of light. Estimating f and ḟ from the data in Fig. 1
we obtain a chirp mass of M ' 30M�, implying that the
total mass M = m1 + m2 is >⇠ 70M� in the detector
frame. This bounds the sum of the Schwarzschild radii of
the binary components to 2GM/c2 >⇠ 210 km. To reach
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from 35 Hz to a peak amplitude at 450 Hz. The signal-to-
noise ratio (SNR) accumulates equally in the early inspiral
(∼45 cycles from 35 to 100 Hz) and late inspiral to merger
(∼10 cycles from 100 to 450 Hz). This is different from the
more massive GW150914 binary for which only the last 10
cycles, comprising inspiral and merger, dominated the
SNR. As a consequence, the parameters characterizing
GW151226 have different precision than those of
GW150914. The chirp mass [26,45], which controls the
binary’s evolution during the early inspiral, is determined
very precisely. The individual masses, which rely on
information from the late inspiral and merger, are measured
far less precisely.
Figure 1 illustrates that the amplitude of the signal is less

than the level of the detector noise,where themaximum strain
of the signal is 3.4þ0.7

−0.9 × 10−22 and 3.4þ0.8
−0.9 × 10−22 in LIGO

Hanford and Livingston, respectively. The time-frequency
representation of the detector data shows that the signal is not
easily visible. The signal is more apparent in LIGO Hanford
where the SNR is larger. The SNR difference is predomi-
nantly due to the different sensitivities of the detectors at the
time. Only with the accumulated SNR frommatched filtering
does the signal become apparent in both detectors.

III. DETECTORS

The LIGO detectors measure gravitational-wave strain
using two modified Michelson interferometers located in
Hanford, WA and Livingston, LA [2,3,46]. The two
orthogonal arms of each interferometer are 4 km in length,
each with an optical cavity formed by two mirrors acting as
test masses. A passing gravitational wave alters the

FIG. 1. GW151226 observed by the LIGO Hanford (left column) and Livingston (right column) detectors, where times are relative to
December 26, 2015 at 03:38:53.648 UTC. First row: Strain data from the two detectors, where the data are filtered with a 30–600-Hz
bandpass filter to suppress large fluctuations outside this range and band-reject filters to remove strong instrumental spectral lines [46].
Also shown (black) is the best-match template from a nonprecessing spin waveform model reconstructed using a Bayesian analysis [21]
with the same filtering applied. As a result, modulations in the waveform are present due to this conditioning and not due to precession
effects. The thickness of the line indicates the 90% credible region. See Fig. 5 for a reconstruction of the best-match template with no
filtering applied. Second row: The accumulated peak signal-to-noise ratio (SNRp) as a function of time when integrating from the start of
the best-match template, corresponding to a gravitational-wave frequency of 30 Hz, up to its merger time. The total accumulated SNRp

corresponds to the peak in the next row. Third row: Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) time series produced by time shifting the best-match
template waveform and computing the integrated SNR at each point in time. The peak of the SNR time series gives the merger time of
the best-match template for which the highest overlap with the data is achieved. The single-detector SNRs in LIGO Hanford and
Livingston are 10.5 and 7.9, respectively, primarily because of the detectors’ differing sensitivities. Fourth row: Time-frequency
representation [47] of the strain data around the time of GW151226. In contrast to GW150914 [4], the signal is not easily visible.
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September 15th, 2015: Gravitational Waves detection
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third	candidate:	LVT151012
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FIG. 3. Search results from the two analyses. The upper left hand plot shows the PyCBC result for signals with chirp mass M > 1.74M�
(the chirp mass of a m1 = m2 = 2M� binary) and fpeak > 100Hz while the upper right hand plot shows the GstLAL result. In both analyses,
GW150914 is the most significant event in the data, and is more significant than any background event in the data. It is identified with a
significance greater than 5s in both analysies. As GW150914 is so significant, the high significance background is dominated by its presence
in the data. Once it has been identified as a signal, we remove it from the background estimation to evaluate the significance of the remaining
events. The lower plots show results with GW150914 removed from both the foreground and background, with the PyCBC result on the left and
GstLAL result on the right. In both analyses, GW151226 is identified as the most significant event remaining in the data. GW151226 is more
significant than the remaining background in the PyCBC analysis, with a significance of greater than 5s . In the GstLAL search GW151226 is
measured to have a significance of 4.5s . The third most significant event in the search, LVT151012 is identified with a significance of 1.7s

and 2.0s in the two analyses respectively. The significance obtained for LVT151012 is only marginally affected by including or removing
background contributions from GW150914 and GW151226.

been confidently identified as a signal, we remove triggers
associated to it from the background in order to get an ac-
curate estimate of the noise background for lower amplitude
events. The lower panel of Figure 3 shows the search results
with GW150914 removed from both the foreground and back-
ground distributions.

A. GW150914

GW150914 was observed on September 14, 2015 at
09:50:45 UTC with a matched filter SNR of 23.7.1 It is re-
covered with a re-weighted SNR in the PyCBC analysis of
r̂c = 22.7 and a likelihood of 84.7 in the GstLAL analysis.
A detailed discussion of GW150914 is given in [16, 38, 43],
where it was presented as the most significant event in the first

1 We quote the matched filter SNR as computed by the PyCBC search using
the updated calibration, the GstLAL values agree within 2%.
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How did the LIGO-Virgo collaboration reach the  
conclusion that the observed gravitational signal  
is due to the coalescence of two black holes? 



What did LIGO detectors  see on September 15th 2015? 

the orbital period decreases        𝜈GW  = 2/Porb 
the frequency increases

           h0 ∝𝜈GW2/3 

the amplitude increases

CHIRP!

5

during the inspiralling the orbit shrinks due to GW emission: 

The inspiralling part of the signal is computed by a post-Newtonian expansion of the  
equations of motion in GR, assuming two point masses in circular orbit
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“Chirp mass”

measuring	the	wave	frequency	and	its	time	
derivative,	we	measure	the	chirp	mass

⌫
obs

=
⌫

1 + z

PROBLEM:in	the	chirp	mass	formula,	 frequency	and	its	time	derivative	are	evaluated
in	the	source	frame,			but	the	wave	frequency	 is	measured	in	the	detector	frame:		

[⌫�11/3
obs

⌫̇
obs

]3/5 =
[⌫�11/3⌫̇]3/5

(1 + z)

This	means	that	since	we	do	not	know	the	source	redshift,	what	we	measure	is
the	“redshifted	mass”,	i.e.

M0 = M(1 + z)
The	same	scaling	remains	true	even	if	we	
include	 further	 terms	in	the	Post-Newtonian
expansion

Information from the wave phase
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FROM	THE		WAVE	AMPLITUDE	WE	GAIN	INFORMATION	ON	THE	SOURCE	DISTANCE

D(z) =
2

H0⌦2
0

[⌦0z � (2� ⌦0)(
p
1 + ⌦0z � 1)D	is	the	luminosity	 distance	

H0is the Hubble constant ⌦0 =
8⇡

3

⇢m0

H2
0

, ⇢m0 = present matter density

from	the	wave	amplitude	we	can	infer	the	source	luminosity	distance	up	to	a	factor	(1+z),	 i.e.	

deff =
D(z)

1 + z
But	in	the	case	of	the	detected	signals
we	do	not	know	the	redshift	 z!

h0(t) =
4⇡2/3G5/3

c4
⇥ M0

D
⇥ [M0⌫

obs

]2/3

M0 = M(1 + z)where

In the detector frame 
the wave amplitude is
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Sky localization 
•  To'localise'the'GW'source'we'need'a'network'(≥3)'of'
detectors'(5'parameters→2Δt,'3'Amplitudes)'and'a'good'SNR:'

4'

•  2'detectors:'a'circles'
•  Improvement'by'phase'
rela;onship'

•  3'detectors:'2'points'
2'detectors'

M.Punturo'Q'What'Next'2016'Q'GW'

to	measure	the	redshift	of	 the	galaxy	hosting
the	source,	this	must	me	localized:	
more	detectors	are	needed	

Abbott	et	al.		“Prospects for	Observing and		Localizing
Gravitational-Wave Transients with	Advanced	LIGO	and	
Advanced	Virgo	“
Living	Rev.	Relativity,	19,	(2016),	1	

GW150914	is	localized
in	a	sky	area	of

230	deg2

850	deg2		for	GW151226

1600	deg2 for	LVT151012

The	sky area	is expected
to	scale	inversely with	the
square of	the	SNRS
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D(z) =
2

H0⌦2
0

[⌦0z � (2� ⌦0)(
p
1 + ⌦0z � 1)

deff =


2

H0⌦2
0

[⌦0z � (2� ⌦0)(
p
1 + ⌦0z � 1)

�
/(1 + z)

deff =
D(z)

1 + z

from	the	measured	deff,	we	can	infer	the	source	redshift	z

⇤CDM cosmology

H0 = 67.9 km s�1Mpc�1

⌦0 = 0.306, Planck 2015

ASSUMING	A	COSMOLOGICAL	MODEL

GW150914 : z = 0.09+0.03
�0.04

GW151226 : z = 0.09+0.03
�0.04

LV T151012 : z = 0.2+0.09
�0.09

given	the	redshift	we	find	
the	“true”	chirp	mass

M =
M0

1 + z

where M =
(m1m2)3/5

(m1 +m2)1/5
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M ' 28M� ! (m1 +m2) & 63.7M�

Too large to be two neutron stars

GW150914
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⌫
GW

(t) =
1

⇡

s
G(m1 +m2)

d3
orb

(t)

During the inspiralling the wave  
frequency is related to the  
orbital distance by

The two objects must be extremely compact!

Are they Black Holes?

d
orb

(150 Hz) ' 339 km

For GW150914 the total mass is ≿ 63.7 M☉

over 0.2 s the wave frequency increases from 35 to 150 Hz, from 
which we infer that, just before merging, the distance bewteen the 
two masses  was
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signal emitted during the merging: to be 
found by solving numerically Einstein’s  
equations in the  non linear regime

After	decades	of	numerical	studies	on	BH	coalescence,	a	bank	of	templates	
has	been	set	up	

Fitting	formulae	based	on	numerical	simulations	of	BH	merging	have	been	
found,	which	compared	to	the	merging	part	of	the	signal	allow	to	estimate:	

individual	masses		and	spins	
mass	and	angular	momentum	of	the	final	black	hole

These studies started in the late 1990s 
with the Grand Challenge project to simulate 
head-on binary black hole collision
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Ringdown: part of the signal emitted  
by the final black hole,  
which oscillates in its proper modes: 
the Quasi-Normal-Modes (QNM)

the ringdown is a superposition of damped 
sinusoids at the frequencies and with the 
damping times of the QNMs

In General Relativity the QNM frequencies depends only on the black hole 
mass and the angular momentum (no hair theorem)

frequency	increases	
up	to	30%	if	the
BH	rotates

M = nM� ⌫0 ⇠ (12/n)kHz ⌧ ⇠ n · 5.5⇥ 10�5 s

The frequency of the lowest quasi-normal mode has been  
extracted from the detected  ringdown of the firts event 
GW150914. The black hole mass and angular momentum  
agree with the values found from the merging
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WHAT	DID	WE	KNOW	ABOUT	BLACK	HOLES	BEFORE	GW	DETECTION
- supermassive	black	holes

- stellar	mass	black	holes

106 M� . M . 1011 M�

5 M� . M . 15� 20 M�

Orosz etal 2003
Ozel etal 2013

  

1. the masses of GW150914: why are they important?

Massive stellar BHs exist

i.e. stellar BHs with mass >25 Msun

(Mapelli+ 2009)

Dynamical mass 

measurements of

~10 BH masses in 

MW X-ray binaries

compilation from

Orosz+ 2003,

Ozel+ 2010

stellar mass BH in LMXB 
observed in the Milky Way

                  

GW150914

m1 = 29.1+3.7
�4.4 M�

m2 = 36.2+5.2
�3.8 M�

GW150914

GW150914

m1 = 7.5+2.3
�2.3 M�

m2 = 14.2+8.3
�3.7 M�

GW151226 LVT151012

m1 = 13+4
�5 M�

m2 = 23+18
�6 M�

LVT151012

Black holes exist in a  
mass range much broader 
than previously observed
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✢  “heavy” BHs as in GW150914  ~ (29,36) M☉ are most likely 
     formed in the direct collapse of low metallicity stars  
    (below Z ≈ 0.5 Z☉ , where  Z☉ ≈ 1,6 % of the total mass) 
B.P. Abbott et al., Observation of gravitational waves from a binary black hole 
merger, Physical review Letters 116, 2016. 

✢  the observed BH binaries have probably been formed  
     dinamically, by close encounters in three-body systems 
     possible in dense clusters 
Ziosi et al MNRAS 441, 2014
Kimpson et al MNRAS 463, 2016

How did the “heavy” BHs  and  BH binaries form?

The formation channel depends not only on the mass ratio, but also on the 
BH spins: these are not measured with sufficient accuracy in the detected 
signals. More events and larger signal-to-noise ratios will be needed
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GW echoes and tests at the horizon scale

GW ringdown tests → evidence of a horizon? 

Can we rule out exotic compact objects with GWs? (boson stars, gravastars, wormholes, …)

The QNM spectrum of an exotic compact object can be completely different from that of a BH owing to the 

different boundary conditions (surface VS horizon). However, the post-merger GW signal is initially 

governed by the vibration modes of the photosphere and might be indistinguishable from that of a BH

 

A
Universal 

light-ring 

modes

B
Wormhole QNMs

Initially, same signal even 

with different QNMs!

Cardoso, Franzin, Pani; Phys.Rev.Lett. 116 (2016) 171101 

Delay time scales logaritmically

Even Planck-scale corrections 

near horizon are within reach

V. Ferrari, K. Kokkotas  PRD 72 107504 (2000)

GW echoes in ultracompact stars

The coalescing compact objects were two black holes or … something else?

✭ We are sure that the coalescing objects are  
    extremely compact

  ✭ the mass and spin of the final BH estimated from 
      the merging part of the signal  agrees with those 
      extracted from the ringing tail,  
      in the frame of General Relativity 

GW echoes and tests at the horizon scale

GW ringdown tests → evidence of a horizon? 

Can we rule out exotic compact objects with GWs? (boson stars, gravastars, wormholes, …)

The QNM spectrum of an exotic compact object can be completely different from that of a BH owing to the 

different boundary conditions (surface VS horizon). However, the post-merger GW signal is initially 

governed by the vibration modes of the photosphere and might be indistinguishable from that of a BH

 

A
Universal 

light-ring 

modes

B
Wormhole QNMs

Initially, same signal even 

with different QNMs!

Cardoso, Franzin, Pani; Phys.Rev.Lett. 116 (2016) 171101 

Delay time scales logaritmically

Even Planck-scale corrections 

near horizon are within reach

V. Ferrari, K. Kokkotas  PRD 72 107504 (2000)

GW echoes in ultracompact stars

                               
                                    

✭ However, the quality of the data is such that some room   
    is left for alternative interpretations that do not involve     
    black holes, but other objects that, either within classical  
    General Relativity, or in modified theories of gravity, can  
    be equally massive and compact, i.e. gravastars, boson    
    stars, whormholes etc

Future detections 
with larger SNR 
will shed light 
on this important 
question

More signature to be 
considered: tidal heating, 
tidal deformability, etc
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There	are	other	sources	we		are	looking	for	and	unsolved		
questions	we	want	to	answer		using	gravitational	waves

• Coalescing	binaries	composed	of	two
neutron	stars,	or	of	a	neutron	star								
and	a	black	hole

• spinning	 neutron	stars

• oscillating	of	neutron	stars

Neutron	stars	(NS)	in	different	phases		of	their	life:

• gravitational	collapse	to	a
neutron	stars

Fundamental physics: 

how does matter behave at the extreme 
densities of a neutron star core?

  Astrophysics: 

  are coalescing NS-NS or NS-BH  
  sourcing Gamma Ray Bursts? 

  gravitational collapse: how is it ignited? 

  what is the shape of a neutron star? 

  are there sources which we do not know?  



In the inner part of the core of a neutron star, the 
density can be larger than the equilibrium density of 
nuclear matter 
                         ρ0 =2.67x1014 g /cm3 

                    typical densities ≈ 2-5  ρ0   or more

NEUTRON STARS:  
observed mass:  [1-2] 

radius:  difficult to measure (about 13-15 % accuracy) 
              [10-15] km (teoretical) 

At these densities (unreachable in a laboratory) hadrons interactions cannot be 
neglected, and have to be treated  in the framework of  the theory of   
Quantum Cromo Dynamics

Several different models have been proposed which have to be tested

credits D. Page

even the particle content is unknown: Hadrons? Hyperons? Meson condensates?  
                                                                     Deconfined quark matter? 
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In the past, when changing scale interaction also  
changed! 

Is General Relativity appropriate to describe the 
behaviour of gravity at the horizon scale?

- Before GW150914, we had tested only the weak-field regime of gravity (solar system 
tests, binary pulsars)   Now, the realm of strong gravity is open to exploration!

‘15

/Virgo

✏ =
GM

r
gravitational potential

⇣ =
GM

r3
spacetime curvature

solar	system	+binary	pulsar	tests
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Gravitational waves will be the probe through which we will 
be able to explore this mysterious and fascinating region  
of the spacetime


